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Two ballads in particular, from a variety of 
publishers, included “True Lovers…” in their 
titles. “The True Lover’s Overthrow” 
(Houghton 25242 EBBA 67180), sang by a 
scorned lover who cannot help but love the 
woman of his desires, bemoans: “how she to 
her true Love hath proved severe; and when I 
consider heconsider her, scorn and disdaining…” Celia, the 
scornful lover, has chosen to stay true to her 
class and not stoop to the level of the shepherd 
so in love with her. His death by heartbreak 
spurns her to regret and to her own death so she 
may join him in “Elizium”. “The True Lover’s 
Paradice” (Houghton 25242 EBBA 67181) , 
was printed by a diwas printed by a different publisher, but 
features the same pair of lovers, and portrays 
their love as the man’s complete disappearance 
into his own Cupid-induced love for Celia-- a 
paradise of arguably ugly features. A few 
common threads run between these ballads: a 
man at the mercy of the cruel and enchanting 
woman, a tragic and entrapping love framed by woman, a tragic and entrapping love framed by 
the tradition of a love story, and the destruction 
of personal identity for love. The remediation 
process of transcribing these ballads seeks a 
delicate balance between translating the 
original language into accessible language, and 
maintaining the ironic tone of the satire. This 
goes beyond the visual maintenance of the goes beyond the visual maintenance of the 
ballad, and into tapping the original intent of 
the ballad itself. The True Lovers… ballads are 
only one example of the societally reflective 
nature of broadside ballads. 

1.
 As an EBBA research assistant 
assigned to facsimile transcriptions of 
broadside ballads from the Houghton 
Library collection, I was exposed to 
both the original ballads, and their 
transcriptions. After opening a 
grayscale of a ballad on photoshop 
and its transcription, I transposed the and its transcription, I transposed the 
text of the transcription onto the 
original to create a facsimile readable 
to the public, yet true to the original 
woodblock prints’ illustrations and 
spacing. The majority of the ballads 
on which I worked addressed, in a 
blatantly bawdy manneblatantly bawdy manner, conquests of 
love and lust. A number of these 
ballads’ titles ironically began with: 
“True Lovers…”, with the ballad 
resulting in tragedy and heartbreak. 
The recurring motif of satirical 
representations of love reflects a 
societal emphasis on the disparity societal emphasis on the disparity 
between the romanticized ideal of true 
love and its reality.
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Or, shewing how broadside ballads satirically 
address love and lovers.

True Lover’s (Don’t Exist)


